Ion implantation into collagen-coated surfaces for the development of small diameter artificial grafts.
Ion implantation into collagen (Type I) coated inner surfaces of test tubes with a length of 50 mm and an inner diameter of 2 and 3 mm were performed to develop hybrid type small diameter artificial vascular grafts. To obtain information about the cellular response and chemical and physical structure of those collagen surfaces, several experiments such as platelets adhesion test, endothelial cell culture, analysis of amino acids and animal study were performed. He(+) ion implanted collagen coated specimen exhibited cell attachment and inhibit platelet adhesion. From these results, it was assumed that He(+) ions broke the ligands that correspond to platelet, and the ligands that correspond to endothelial cell adhesion still existed after ion implantation. It was suggested that platelets and cell attachment could be control individually by ion implantation into collagen.